From polyps to people: a highly familiar response to hypoxia.
Obligate aerobes, by definition, require oxygen in order to sustain life. Therefore, changes in environment or physiology that cause metabolic demand for oxygen to exceed supply (hypoxia) can be highly detrimental. Despite considerable variation in physiology and habitat between species, a majority of metazoa employ homologues of the hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF) transcription factors to adapt to oxygen deprivation. Studies in mammals, Drosophila and C. elegans have shown that regulation of HIF-alpha by prolyl hydroxylase (PHD)-mediated proteasomal degradation is conserved, as are a number of HIF target genes. More recently, analysis of coral and beetle HIFs has revealed that, unlike flies and worms, the C-terminal transactivation domain of HIF-alpha and its regulatory hydroxylase FIH-1 are also preserved. The reasons for variable conservation of this system are unknown. However, discovery of the "intermediary" properties of the beetle HIF pathway may prove a useful tool to better define HIF signaling in both mammals and invertebrates.